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So it was written, so it shall be. The coming foretold, sealed into the hands of fate by the lips of the

prophets from another time. The mystery is revealed and the great plan will now come to its fruition!

Its number shall be three. From the far horizons, across the deepest reaches of the ethereal gulf,

the thunderous echo of its name shall be heard! PENNY ARCADE! Penny Arcade, the most

powerful webcomic in the universe, returns! The third volume of this cultural and supernatural

phenomenon, The Warsun Prophecies, brings you every Penny Arcade strip published online in

2002 A.D., encased with the dark secrets of the mad prophets known as Gabe and Tycho. Behold!

It has been foretold!
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Penny Arcade is a comic that my husband likes to read online and I was so excited when I found

the physical books with all of his favorites strips. The book is a paperback but really good quality!

This book is not one that would fall apart at all or cheaply made. I ordered the book and it shipped

fast and arrived quickly. Just in time to give it as a gift for the holidays! I looked over the books and

they were in great shape and none of the pages or the spine had damage. The pages had vibrant

colors and illustrations.I really do think this would be loved by anyone who is a fan of Penny Arcade

or good comics. It is suitable for adults or kids. This comic book is great for anyone in your life who

is into gaming and comics, they often have comics about gaming ( console and pc). My husband is

a huge fan and this was a perfect gift for him. He's such a big fan that I ended up buying three more

of the books! I will continue to buy the rest of the books to complete the collection very soon.



The book is hilarious; Mike's comments really drive the already funny strips home. The introduction

is by Scott Kurtz and it's hilarious although I think he goes overboard with the cursing. I guess

because he doesn't do it on his own strip he lets lose over here, however it gets to the point where

it's a little gratuitous; but I don't give a f*** it's still a good intro.I'm not giving it 5 Stars because the

"bonus material" is pretty weak; the art itself is phenomenal, I love Jerry's linework and style. It's

also really neat to have a look at the first designs from their upcoming game. However it doesn't

compare to the bonus section from the last book where every page was beautifully drawn by Jerry

and perfectly rendered by Hawk.Overall a very fun read, highly recommended.

I've followed Penny Arcade for many, many years and I adore their content. For anyone who's

involved or keeps up with gaming/media news, the comics are always spot on.

The title is really all you need to know about this particular phase of the great history that narrates

our heroes Gabe and Tycho. Do not underestimate their efforts contained within this tome, for your

destruction will be sealed should you do so.

"Penny Arcade" is still one of the consistently best web-comics out there, and being able to browse

through the older collections in printed form is great fun. The third year of the comic, chronicled

herein, was great in both gaming news to satarize, but also in the quality of the comic. If you were

looking to get someone turned on to the glory of Gabe and Tycho, this would be the collection to

tempt them with.

Keep them coming. I need something to read while waiting for the Apple Geeks omnibus. Penny

Arcade should get Hawk to do more of their coloring for their future covers.

This book is a collection of all the comics they produced for one year. If you haven't read the Penny

Arcade and are not easily offended then I definitely recommend checking it out.

Love these collections from penny arcade, if you like these you should also check out pvponline too!
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